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O

n August 10th, 1603, Juan

mystifying when, in looking for anteced-

Sánchez

(1560-

ents in European still-life painting, one

1627), a forty-three year-

Cotán

realizes that, although it is a genre root-

old Spanish painter, left

ed in antiquity,2 it had never been ap-

his workshop in Toledo to embrace a

proached in the same way as Sánchez

religious career as a lay brother with-

Cotán. He was one of the first Spanish

in the order of the Carthusians at the

still-life painters, along with his master,

Charterhouse of Granada. In so doing,

Blas de Prado (1545-1599) – whose

he left behind numerous paintings and

still lifes, unfortunately, did not survive.

drawings, as recorded in an inventory

This paper will make yet another at-

that was established a few days after

tempt to explain the unique aesthetics

his departure. The recording included

of the artist’s still lifes. An overview of

many of his artworks, most notably, a

the various religious interpretations of

selection of still-lifes,1 a genre that se-

Sánchez Cotán’s work will show that

cured his fame thereafter through the

they offer an incomplete insight into his

centuries. Sánchez Cotán’s still lifes

work. Rather, this essay will endeavor

present distinctive formal qualities:

to demonstrate that a comparison of

framed by what is today often referred

these images with picaresque literature

to as a window, foodstuff is very care-

might provide a more satisfying outlook

fully painted in a strikingly realistic man-

on the Spaniard’s paintings.

ner against a deep dark background.

Bewildered by the elegance and

Vegetables, fruits and game fowl are

mystery that inhabit the paintings of

arranged in stunning compositions.

Sánchez Cotán, and puzzled by the

A rather striking example, Quince,

lack of information available concerning

Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber (Fig.

both his life and the genesis of still-life

1), depicts elements that follow a de-

painting in Spain, art historians have

scending hyperbole from the top left

resorted to using the painter’s monastic

to the bottom right of the painting. The

life as a means to enlighten his artistic

Toledan painter’s work is all the more

career. Undoubtedly, the representa-
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tion of the painter as “Santo Fray Juan”

of the sixteenth century.5 Orozco Díaz

in the biography of Sánchez Cotán by

believes that Sánchez Cotán’s still lifes

Antonio Palomino (1653-1726) had a

are devout paintings, despite their lack

lasting impact on the following studies

of religious subject matter, because of

of the painter’s work.3

the manner in which they were painted.

The idea of Sánchez Cotán as an

He states that “the religious sentiment

especially pious individual persisted

in a work of art is alien to the subject

into twentieth century analysis of his

represented; that it is something more

work by art historians such as Emilio

intimate and profound.”6 To Orozco

Orozco Díaz (1909-1987). Referring

Díaz, all of the artist’s paintings are

to Sánchez Cotán as the “fraile pin-

religious wherein the painter’s sin-

tor” (literally meaning the ‘friar painter’)

cere and humble precision in depict-

throughout his book El pintor Fray Sán-

ing natural objects has everything to

chez Cotán (published posthumously

do with the artist’s spirituality.7 The

in 1993),4 Orozco Díaz considered the

paintings, indeed, are accurate and

artist’s work in the context of the devo-

impressive, yet they remain quiet and

tional atmosphere of the Counter Ref-

sober. Paintings such as Still Life with

ormation in the late sixteenth and early

Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucum-

seventeenth-century Spain, especially

ber have a meditative quality to them.

since he was painting in the flourishing

The still lifes would thus be a praise

religious city of Toledo in the later part

of nature as God’s creation; the artist

“places himself before reality without prejudices nor previous or
improvised formulas, that is to say ingenuously absorbed in the divine creation and aware that the existence of that which he intends
to paint is also an indication of the presence of the Creator. He
feels humbly inferior to nature and intends nothing more than to
copy it with great love.”8

Thus, Sánchez Cotán’s omission

ion should display four nails instead

of any man-made object in his still lifes

of three.10 Although Pacheco is an in-

would highlight the work of God instead

teresting source, it must be taken into

9

of artificial work. In all, for Orozco Díaz,

account that he was a Sevillian painter,

religiosity is the key to understanding

while Sánchez Cotán received his artis-

Sánchez Cotán’s still lifes.

tic formation in Toledo, where he paint-

While Orozco Díaz commented

ed all of his Crucifixions with only three

on the religious sentiment that can be

nails.11 Denny seems to be one of the

found (when one looks for it) in Sán-

numerous non-Spanish historians who,

chez Cotán’s paintings, some critics

unfamiliar with the cardoon, give it too

have gone even further in the religious

much importance.

analysis of the Spaniard’s work. It has

In the same vein, Jerôme Yerro,

been suggested by Don Denny, a twen-

building on Denny’s theory, writes in

ty-first-century art historian, that the

a 1999 essay that the cardoon seems

painter’s choice of foodstuff reveals

to have been associated with morbid

religious allegories. Through his writ-

themes, which he infers by looking

ings, Denny attempts to reveal Sán-

at two isolated paintings that show a

chez Cotán’s Still Life with Cardoon

cardoon as part of a butchery still life

and Carrots (Fig. 2) as an image of the

or within a painting on the theme of

Passion of Christ. Denny argues that

autumn.12 Furthermore, he links the

the cardoon represents the scourge of

cardoon to the bareness of Sánchez

the Flagellation, while the four carrots

Cotán’s monastic life, stating that it is

(or parsnips, as they are sometimes

“un légume qui s’effeuille à mesure qu’il

identified) represent the four nails of the
Crucifixion. He uses as evidence the
fact that a contemporary of the painter, Francisco Pacheco (1564-1644),
stated in Arte de la pintura, published
posthumously in 1649, that a Crucifix-
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Fig. 1: Juan Sánchez Cotán, Still Life with Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber, ca. 1602, oil on
canvas. The San Diego Museum of Art.

offre son cœur, et qui nourrit par son

painter before he became a member

dépouillement: son dépouillement est

of the Carthusians. The importance his

son cœur.”13

later life had on his Toledan paintings

However, although it is hard to say

certainly cannot be dismissed, but its

whether the idea of the cardoon as rep-

significance may have been exaggerat-

resenting bareness or a whip crossed

ed. An analysis that simply applies his

his mind, it seems that what Sánchez

religiosity to his still lifes seems too sim-

Cotán was depicting when he painted

plistic. In response to Orozco Díaz, Pe-

the cardoon is, really, a cardoon. The

ter Cherry, a twenty-first century art his-

cardoon, in fact, was and still is a rath-

torian, proposes that the still lifes could

er common vegetable in Spain. Sán-

be part of a group of secular genres that

chez Cotán’s contemporaries would

emerged as “innocuous alternatives

have perceived it first and foremost

to religious images, which could, as it

as food, probably enticed through the

were, harmlessly refresh and relieve

appeal to their senses rather than to

the eye and spirits.”15 Painters, because

their spirituality. As William B. Jordan,

of the highly conformist Spanish culture

an art historian born in 1940, points out,

of the time, were restricted in the sub-

if iconographical interpretations of still

jects they were allowed to paint and the

lifes were common at the turn of the

manner in which they were permitted

seventeenth century, Pacheco, as a pi-

to paint them. It is plausible, then, that

ous man, might have mentioned them.

the flourishing of still life paintings in the

To the contrary, he described still life as

early seventeenth century was due to

a fully secular genre.14

artists’ freedom to express their inge-

It is easy, then, to put aside these

nuity and representational skills in this

overly symbolic interpretations of Sánchez Cotán’s work, but it is not that
easy to dismiss Orozco Díaz’s ideas,
since we know, as previously mentioned, very little about the life of the
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genre, as they were not repressed by
strict rules and conventions.

16

In Cher-

trompe l’oeil) in his paintings, a style

ry’s view, still life painting was an ex-

that is so different from the one he uses

citing endeavour for Spanish painters

in his religious paintings. In all, Cherry

who were used to working from print

proposes that this new painting genre

17

was a form of recreation for the artists

Still life, thus, might have been a safe

in which they could demonstrate their

territory in which to experiment freely,

ingenuity and technical talent. This idea

considering that “many practicing still

is compatible with the views on still life

life painters may not have cared a fig

painting held by Pacheco, who wrote

about the reductive nascent ‘academ-

that this genre “may be entertaining

ic’ view of still life, which in Sánchez

and demonstrate liveliness and inge-

Cotán’s day had not yet hardened into

nuity in composition.”20 However, this

theoretical dogma. We should perhaps

view also feels oversimplified because

imagine early still life as an exciting

it overlooks the factors that might have

challenge to the painter’s representa-

lead Sánchez Cotán to turn to still life

tional abilities.”18 Stating that there was

rather than, say, portraits or landscape

not yet a “theoretical dogma” in still life

painting. It also fails to address the pe-

is an understatement, since Sánchez

culiar way in which the food is placed

Cotán was one of the first practitioners

and painted.

sources rather than from observation.

36

a realistic style (that Cherry even calls

of the genre in Spain.

Somewhat in continuity with Cher-

The attractiveness of still life paint-

ry’s ideas, William B. Jordan (b. 1940)

ing for seventeenth-century Spanish

studied Sánchez Cotán’s still lifes as

painters is made even greater, accord-

part of a secular genre. Jordan further

ing to Cherry, by their knowledge of the

elaborates on this idea and makes valu-

classical texts that praise the exactness

able links between the evolution of still

of painters’ depiction of food, such as

life painting and intellectual develop-

19

Pliny’s Natural History.

This would

ment in late sixteenth-century Spain. To

explain why Sánchez Cotán used such

Jordan, Cherry’s view is reductive and

does not account for the strength and
originality of the still lifes.21 Indeed, it is
too easy to discard as topical the motivations of the artist, and doing so does
not help us understand the relevance
of still life painting in his time. Jordan
describes in more detail the secularization of some genres, stating that:

“Toward the middle of the sixteenth century, a new secular spirit in art
began to develop, particularly among the Bassanos in Venice and at the
courts of Northern Europe. Painters frequently depicted allegories of the
Five Senses, the Four Elements, the Four Seasons or the twelve Months
– compositions in which plants and animals functioned associatively
and which called upon a painter’s ability to describe accurately what his
senses perceived.”22
Thus, artists were moving away
from regulated religious painting and
expanding into new territory. This reliance on observation seems to raise the
possibility that the formation of still life
as a new genre depended on society’s
increased trust in one’s senses rather
than in the established rules. In effect,
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“… by the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, not only were writers like Cervantes beginning to satirize the literary forms of the Renaissance, but also thinkers were discarding the epistemological systems, based
largely on the writings of Aristotle, that had dominated thought since
antiquity, thus laying the foundations of modern empirical inquiry.”23
Additionally, the systematic study

thermore believe that the rise of still life

of natural history was on the rise in

painting is comparable to another genre

Spain during the sixteenth century,

that emerged in late sixteenth-century

24

38

which supports Jordan’s views. While

Spanish cultural production: picaresque

this accounts for the development of

literature. Analyzing the ideas behind

the genre, it hardly explains Sánchez

the picaresque novels can further our

Cotán’s distinctive style. Jordan writes

understanding of Sánchez Cotán’s still

that “the explanation of that must lie

lifes. The Spaniard’s paintings can be

partly in the reception of [Blas de] Pra-

linked to the increasing value that peo-

do’s early explorations of naturalism by

ple of the sixteenth century bestowed

Toledan intellectuals and by Sánchez

on their individual experience and ex-

25

Cotán himself.” It is true that Sánchez

istence.

Cotán had influential members of the

The development of picaresque lit-

clerical and intellectual elite of Toledo

erature took place concurrently to that

amongst his early patrons.26 Therefore,

of still-life painting. The novel seen as

he might well have been exposed to

the precursor of the genre, La Vida de

discussions about naturalism and illu-

Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus Fortunas y

sion in art.

Adversidades, published in 1554, is the

I agree with Jordan that Sánchez

work of an anonymous author. Written

Cotán’s still lifes are to be considered in

in the first person, this novel is, in fact,

the light of the broader intellectual and

the first pseudo-autobiographical novel

cultural context in which they were cre-

in European literature.27 It is the story of

ated, rather than solely in the context

a boy, Lazarillo, born in a poor family,

of the painter’s later monastic life. I fur-

who leaves his house and goes from

master to master, each of them cruel

part in 1615, and Guzman remained a

to him. It presents the general charac-

very popular novel throughout the sev-

teristics of a picaresque novel: first-per-

enteenth century. As for still-life paint-

son narrative, realism, social satire and

ing, inventories of art collections from

a protagonist of low social stature.28

nobles of Toledo and Madrid show that

The second book to lay the founda-

the new genre was very quickly admit-

tions of picaresque literature, Mateo

ted by the Toledan collectors, who en-

Aleman’s Primera Parte de Guzman

couraged the artists’ experiments from

de Alfarache, was published in 1599.

the beginning in the 1590s.31 However,

According to Howard Mancing, who

still-life painting did not reach overall

writes in the twenty-first century, Guz-

acceptance in Spain until around 1620,

man is not an isolated accident in his-

when collectors in the courts circle in

tory: “Mateo Aleman did not write Guz-

Madrid and Valladolid clearly showed

man in a vacuum,” but at a time when

an interest in acquiring them.32 In all,

people showed interest in Lazarillo and

picaresque literature and still-life paint-

the picaresque ideas.

29

There were, in

ing share the status of endogenous

fact, many texts circulating in the late

Spanish development, and the fact that

sixteenth century that were concerned

their rapid evolutions coincide in time

with picaresque themes and with the

strengthens an interesting comparison.

lives of “students, criminals […], the

It is interesting to consider early

empoverished and destitute, beggars,

Spanish still life painting in light of the

gypsies, and the like.”30 Thus, still-life

underlying ideas of picaresque litera-

painting was making its debut while the

ture. For example, like picaresque no-

interest in picaresque literature was be-

vellas, still-life painting was a genre that

ing solidified. Both achieved their fame
in the beginning of the seventeenth century. For example, Miguel de Cervantes
(1547-1616) published the first part of
Don Quijote in 1605 and the second
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Fig. 2: Juan Sánchez Cotán, Bodegón con cardo y zanahorias (Bodegón del Cardo), oil on canvas.
Museum of Fine Arts Granada.

did not follow any set of conventions,

chez Cotán’s work as well, consider-

as opposed to other painting genres,

ing the painter’s need to depict banal,

such as religious painting. Writing

everyday objects. Like the narrator in

about picaresque literature, Mancing

Lazarillo, Sánchez Cotán believes his

states that “from the beginning almost

everyday experiences, though mun-

anything was acceptable in the way of

dane, are worth sharing.

character, narrative technique, theme,
33

Furthermore, early still-life painting,

or structure.” The same could be said

like picaresque literature, is character-

of still-life painting. Both were exempt

ized by strong realism. Sánchez Cotán

from a canon, which allowed for the ex-

depicts foodstuff as real objects in the

pression of new ideas.

most accurate manner possible – in-

For instance, both picaresque lit-

cluding unidealized imperfections. A re-

erature and still life painting relied on

cent cleaning of Sánchez Cotán’s Still

individual experiences. Indeed, the

Life with Game Fowl, Fruit and Vege-

novels are told in the first person by an

tables shows bruising on one of the

ordinary character of low status whose

apples.35 Sánchez Cotán might have

experiences are nonetheless shown as

wanted to render his subjects as they

worthy of being told, in the same way

truly were, in the same way that pica-

that the paintings depend on the sub-

resque authors were concerned with

jectivity of the painter. The prologue to

faithfully representing the lives of peo-

Lazarillo clearly shows that the narrator

ple from many social classes without

believes his individual story is worthy

idealization. Indeed, as Alexander A.

of being shared with others: “nothing

Parker (1908-1989) states, picaresque

should be destroyed or thrown away

literature was “a ‘truthful’ literature in re-

unless it is really detestable; instead, it
should be shown to everybody, especially if it won’t do any harm and they
might get some good out of it.”34 These
words could be used to introduce Sán-
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sponse to the explicit demands of the

about the world. By questioning ortho-

Counter-Reformation,” which played

doxy and approaching the world that

out on “the plane of everyday reality

surrounds them with rigorous curiosity,

from which nobility, heroism and ideal

both picaresque literature and still life

values … [are]… by definition exclud-

painting, through literary or artistic ren-

ed.”

36

What I hope to have done by illus-

42

dering, depict a kind of individual truth
that may be universalized.

trating the similarities between pica-

In light of the comparison with pica-

resque literature and still-life painting

resque literature, we can understand

is not to say that one must have influ-

Sánchez Cotán’s still-life paintings as

enced the other (although that remains

experiments in the realistic depictions

a possibility). Rather, I wish to demon-

of everyday objects. It is not simply

strate that they share certain underlying

something that he does as a diversion,

principles, based on ideas circulating at

as Peter Cherry would have us believe,

the time. Of course, this is all specula-

but rather it might be, to some extent,

tive. Both practices seem rooted in hu-

an endeavor to explore the meaning

manism, because they value the agen-

and value of his individual experience.

cy of the human being over established

In this sense, I would explain the ele-

conventions. They also – and this to me

gant compositions of the Toledan paint-

a potentially useful observation – give

er in the following way: Sánchez Cotán

the impression of preferring experi-

was undoubtedly introduced by Blas de

ence to learned knowledge. With their

Prado to the ancient art of still-life paint-

empiricism, they both seem to partake,

ing, and to the theoretical discussions

unknowingly, in paving the way for the

that surrounded it by his master as well

Enlightenment, because they acknowl-

as by his patrons, members of the cler-

edge a fundamental human truth: the

ical and intellectual elite of Toledo.37

individual’s awareness that personal

Consequently, he might have been in

experiences and choices matter and

contact with the ideas that underlined

can bring insight about themselves and

contemporaneous picaresque litera-

ture. Logically then, is it not possible
that Sánchez Cotán painted the foodstuff in the way that it was kept in his
house? Sánchez Cotán might indeed
have hung his food, as did many of
his contemporaries, on threads where
“game is customarily hung and the suspension of fruit allows it to ripen and
remain fresh longer with a minimum of
bruising,” according to Cherry.38 Also,
the window in which the foodstuff is
arranged could be, in reality, a niche
43

in a cellar or a “cantarera, open food
storage area common to rural Spanish kitchens.”39 What I suggest, then, is
that Sánchez Cotán’s still lifes might be
autobiographical, in the sense of their
realistic recording quality of that which
surrounded the artist in his day-to-day
life, heightened through the visual, perceptual, and physical engagement the
artist has with his objects. These may
be paintings told by a first-person narration, in the picaresque manner.
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Endnotes
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1 Although the word bodegón is used in Spain
today to refer to a still life, in the 17th century
it specifically referred to a still-life painting with
figures. Still-life paintings without figures were referred to by their contents (painting of fruits, painting of game fowl, etc.). This is why I will use “still
life” instead of bodegón throughout this essay. I
found information about the original meaning on
the word bodegón in William B. Jordan, Spanish
Still Life in the Golden Age: 1600- 1650 (Fort
Worth: Kimbell Art Museum, 1985), 17.
2 Pliny’s Natural History tells of painters who
could deceive birds and humans with their brilliantly executed still lifes.
3 William B. Jordan, Spanish Still Life in the
Golden Age: 1600- 1650, (Fort Worth: Kimbell Art
Museum, 1985), 43.
4 Emilio Orozco Díaz, El Pintor Fray Sánchez
Cotán (Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1993).
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pintura de nuestro artista es religiosa.” Orozco
Díaz, El Pintor Fray Sánchez Cotán, 189.
7 Translation by the author, Charlotte Parent;
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realidad sin prejuicios ni formulas previstas ni
improvisadas, es decir ingenuamente, absortos
ante la creación divina, y conscientes de que el
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manera índice de la presencia del Creador. Se
sienten humildemente inferiores a la naturaleza y

no intentan mas que copiarla con sumo amor.”
Orozco Díaz, El Pintor Fray Sánchez Cotán, 153.
8 Ibid., 190.
9 Ibid., 189.
10 Don Denny, “Sánchez Cotán, still life with
Carrots and a Cardoon,” Pantheon 30 (1972): 49
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